. Characteristics of the duplicates of variable and nonvariable genes. Each duplicate is classified into four types: HH; duplicate of highly variable (variations are above the median value) highly connected genes (genes with degree at least 25), HL; duplicates of lowly variable (variations are below the median value) highly connected genes, LH; duplicates of highly variable non-highly connected genes and LL; duplicates of lowly variable non-highly connected genes.
(A) Duplicates of both variable and non-variable highly connected genes are more likely to have many genetic interaction partners than duplicates of both variable and non-variable non-highly connected genes. (B) Duplicates of highly (or lowly) variable both highly connected and non-highly connected genes are likely to be highly (or lowly) variable both highly connected and non-highly connected genes. (C)
Duplicates of both variable and non-variable genetic interaction hubs tend to be more highly expressed than duplicates of both variable and non-variable highly connected genes. (D) Both variable and non-variable highly connected genes and their duplicates tend to share more genetic interaction partners than both variable and nonvariable non-highly connected genes and their duplicates. P-values are calculated using the Mann-Whitney U test (**P < 5.0E-3, *P < 5.0E-2). 
Supplementary

Correlations of genetic interaction degree and variations in gene expression
controlling for the linear effect of multi-functionality, using partial correlation analysis (**P < 5.0E-4). Figure 7 . Haploinsufficient genes are two times more likely to have genetic interaction partners as other genes. P-value is calculated using the Mann-Whitney U test (**P < 5.0E-4). 
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